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A Message from our President  
 

O.K., like everything else, every day I get a bit older.  That I can accept.  But I really 
don’t need to be reminded by the products I buy.  I purchased a new bottle of multi-
vitamins recently.  I opened the bottle to discover they were not yellow or red like the 
previous bottle.  They were GRAY!!  Somehow that is insulting! 
 
I have been motivated by our guest speaker in March to get some sewing done.  I loved 
her attitude that we have let bias push around far too long and that it is nothing to be 
feared.  Those who know me well know I don’t like rules and rarely follow them.  I have 
however always followed the rule to avoid bias at all cost. Now I can throw that one out 
the window too!  I am breathing much more easily. 
 
I am appreciative that our program chairs were able to move around the guest speakers 
so we did not miss hearing from Missouri Start Quilt Company and that we will still be 
able to hear from Candy Hargrove.  Since her program has been moved to September, 
we will not be doing resolutions this year.  I find it a good problem to have more 
programs than we have time for in our schedule. 
 
Our guest speaker for April , is like me, the wife of a retired career Army officer and our 
paths have crossed more than once.  I think you will all enjoy Barb Eickmeier’s program 
about sashing. 

Blessings,  Pam 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
UPCOMING EVENTS 
 

April 9:  Barbara Eikmeier – It’s All in the Sashings 

5.00 guest fee for program 
 

April 16:  Bee at the Duck Pond 9am – 4pm 
  

May 14:  Southwind Designs 

Peeled Back Piecework 
$5.00 guest fee for program  
5/14/2012 - 1/2 day workshop Purse or bag - 35.00 
5/15/2012 - Full day workshop Dragonflies - 50.00 
 

May 21:  Spring Fling – at Woods Chapel Methodist Church 
(this will take the place of the Bee this month) 
 

June 11:  Jeanne Poore 
Border to Border 
$5.00 guest fee for program 
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ABOUT THE BEE………. 
 
Georgene Jurgensen is our Bee Keeper.   
The Bee is the 3rd Monday of the month.   
 

The next Bee is April 16th. 
 

Location:   The Duck Pond Clubhouse at Raintree subdivision. 
Directions:  From the intersection of Hwy 291 and Hwy 150,  
go west on Hwy 150 to the first light.  This is Raintree Blvd.   
Turn south on Raintree following the road until you reach the church.  Turn right on Cole Younger about 2 
blocks on the left is the duck pond clubhouse.   Unload in the front, park on the street.   There are no steps and 
easy entrance for machines.  

 
 

 
Lee’s Summit Quilters’ Guild 

Receipts and Disbursements – March 2012 
 

Receipts Programs 105.00$      

Winter Workshop 329.00$      

Tall Oaks Massages 270.00$      

Tall Oaks 350.00$      

Programs 110.00$      

Guests 35.00$        

Cookbooks 240.00$      

Shirts 190.00$      

Advertising 140.00$      

Membership 45.00$        

1,814.00$  

Disbursements Rent Winter Workshop 100.00$      

Rent for May 15, deposit 50.00$        

Rent Meeting 100.00$      

Quilt Show Deposit 375.00$      

Winter Workshop 201.90$      

Mable Walkenhorse 25.00$        

Newsletter 27.00$        

Tall Oaks Massages 270.00$      

Programs 18.72$        

Tall Oaks Refund 200.00$      

Programs 25.00$        

Program 315.00$      

Quilt Show  ribbons 30.15$        

1,737.77$  

Net Receipts & Disbursements -76.23

Balance in Checkbook 21,698.46$ 

Balance for Tall Oaks 4,949.07$     
 

QUILT SHOW 2012 COMMITTEE MEETING 
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The committee will meet again on the first Monday, April 2, at 11:00 AM, at the Duck Pond at 
Raintree Lake.  Committee members come ready to report on the status of your committee’s work 
and any finalized plans. 

 

QUILT SHOW 2012 
NOVEMBER 2 - 3, 2012 

 

We are pleased to announce a new location within the Woods Chapel United Methodist Church for 
the 2012 quilt show. 
 

The quilt show is planned for the Worship Center, parlor, and coffee bar area that is the new addition 
of the church. Construction is almost complete.  The goal is to have Easter worship in this new 
structure.   
 

This area will provide more space and more light in a brand new surrounding.  We are sure you will 
agree with us that this will be a beautiful setting for our quilt show.  We sincerely appreciate the 
willingness of the church to allow us to use this space.   

 
CATEGORIES FOR THE 2012 QUILT SHOW 

 

The Quilt Show Committee would like to announce the Viewers’ Choice Categories for the 2012 
show.  It’s not too soon to start sewing.  Registration will be available in April. 
 

1).  PIECED   
 Size divisions will be determined by the registration committee. 
 

2).  APPLIQUE 
 Hand 
 Machine 
 

3).  EMBROIDERY 
 Hand or machine 
 

4).  GROUP QUILTS 
 The quilt must be owned by a guild member.  One or more guild members  must have 
participated in the making of the quilt top.   
 

5).  ART 
 Original design or commercial pattern 
 

6).  WEARABLES AND FASHION ACCESSORIES 
 Includes garments, totes and purses. 
 

7).  BEST IN SHOW 
 

Lee’s Summit Quilters’ Guild 
Guild Minutes, March 12, 2012 

 

The regular meeting of the Lee’s Summit Quilters’ Guild was called to order by President Pam Dooley at 9:06 
a.m. on March 12, 2012 at Woods Chapel United Methodist Church with ninety members and eleven guests 
present. 
The minutes for the January guild meeting were approved as published.  The treasurer’s report for January 
was approved and submitted for audit. 
Old Business:  There was no old business. 
New Business:  The Quilt Show Committee proposed an addition to the guild’s Standing Rules:  “No quilt may 
be entered into the LSQG Quilt Show more than once.”  Peggy Bass made a motion in favor of the proposed 
change, Sharon Neuer seconded the motion, and the motion was approved. 
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The Cancer Center currently has a sufficient number of donation quilts, so the guild membership voted to add 
Rachel’s House to our recipients.  Rachel’s House requests that any donated quilts be about 36” x 36” or just a 
little bigger because these quilts are intended for newborns. 
Cheri Rabourn and Nancy Lobsinger have a quilt in the Paducah Quilt Show.  Nancy Lobsinger and Peggy 
Patterson have several of their quilts currently displayed at Harper’s Fabric and Quilt Company in downtown 
Overland Park. 
The State Fair Committee wants the guild to know that we sponsor cash prizes for the Junior Division (for 
those under age 18) at the State Fair.  If you know anyone who might be interested, please encourage him/her 
to enter.   More information is available at http://www.mostatefair.com/. 
This month’s Bee will still be held on March 19th despite the concurrent Winter Retreat at Tall Oaks Conference 
Center.  The Bee will be at the Duck Pond Building from 9:00 a.m. until 4:00 p.m. 
The Free Table has plenty of fabric for Boutique projects and donation quilts. 
Donna Bland is looking for volunteers to help with the Woods Chapel United Methodist Church’s annual Prom 
Boutique on March 23rd from noon until 7:00 p.m., March 24th from 9:00 a.m. until 2:00 p.m., and March 31st 
from 9:00 a.m. until 2:00 p.m.  The Prom Boutique offers dresses to young women for spring dances but needs 
volunteers to help with alterations.  If you can help, please contact Donna.  Also, please bring your sewing 
machine and sewing supplies when you help at Prom Boutique. 
Beth Kurzava, besides offering machine quilting, has opened a shop in which she sells quilting machines and 
extra-wide fabric. 
The Blue Springs Parks and Recreation Department will sponsor the “Remnants” Quilt Show at Vesper Hall at 
400 NW Vesper Street on March 31st from 9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m.  There is no fee to attend the show, but 
donations are requested. 
Peggy Bass asked for volunteers to help with the upcoming MQA show.  This will be the last MQA show in 
Kansas City for the foreseeable future. 
Visitors and New Members:  Today the guild welcomed two new members and eleven visitors.  Our new 
members are Jessica Harvey and Nancy McWilliams.  Our visitors were Glenda Hedrick, Marilyn Burasco, Jan 
Jarchow, Karen Tanyi, Carol Crouse, Sarah Ruthzin, Dottie Haddix, Genie Simmons, Jessie Harvey, Jenny 
Doan, and Nancy McWilliams. 
Committee Reports: 
Cares and Concerns:  Please let Corresponding Secretary Becky Kempf know of any illnesses or life-
changing events concerning guild members.  Recently memorials have been made in Barb Gustin’s and 
formerly long-time member Maebelle Walkenhorst’s honor.  A card has been sent to Dixie Mothersbaugh.  Ann 
Roe thanked everyone who expressed her concern after Ann’s husband’s recent stroke. 
Quilt Show 2012:  Pam Dooley announced that the Boutique needs the following supplies:  assorted ribbons 
and candy wrappers like those for Skittles and M & Ms.  Also, due to their popularity, the Boutique needs 
cotton- or scrubby-knit dishcloths.  Donations of old quilting books and magazines and/or quilting notions will 
be accepted starting in September. 
The exciting change to this year’s Quilt Show is that Donna Bland arranged for our guild to hold the show in the 
church’s new addition.  The quilts will hang in their own separate section (in the new worship center), the 
vendors will have their own area, and the guild activities will able to be together in one area.  The Quilt Show 
will be on November 2nd and 3rd with setup on November 1st. 
The rent for using the church for the Quilt Show increased slightly because of the rise in the cost of utilities. 
The categories for this year’s Quilt Show are:  (1) Pieced, where the measurements of the entry will determine 

its size classification; (2) Appliqu , hand or machine; (3) Embroidery, hand or machine; (4) Group Quilt, as long 
as a member owns it; (5) Art; (6) Wearables and Fashion Accessories; and (7) Best of Show. 
The Silent Auction returns to the Quilt Show this year.  Any contributions should be holiday-themed, and it is 
requested that donations be limited to wall hangings ranging in size from 12” x 12” to 25” x 25”  and table 
runners. 
Elaine Boten and Judy Sewell will have the next Quilt Show 2012 Committee meeting at 11:00 a.m. on 
Monday, April 2nd at the Duck Pond Building. 
Programs:  Today Jenny Doan from Missouri Star Quilts will present a lecture and trunk show.   
In April, Barb Eikmeier will present “It’s All in the Sashings” and a trunk show. 
In May, Annette Ornelas will talk about peeled-back piecing.  Annette will hold an afternoon workshop on 
Monday, May 14th on peeled-back piecework for $35 plus $5 for the book.  She will also hold an all-day 

http://www.mostatefair.com/
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workshop on the same subject on Tuesday, May 15th for $50 plus $5 for the book.  Annette’s website is 
http://southwindquilts.com/. 
Candy Hargrove graciously rescheduled her presentation to September after last month’s meeting was 
cancelled due to inclement weather.  Candy will hold her “Harvest Tumble” quilt workshop after the program.  
The workshop will cost $25. 
Winter Retreat:  Winter Retreat at the Tall Oaks Conference Center in Linwood, Kansas begins this Sunday!  
Donna Bland announced that two spaces have opened up.  Please contact Donna if you are interested.  
Participants can arrive anytime after noon on Sunday; dinner will be served at 5:30 p.m.  This year the 
breakfast time will be 8:30 a.m. each day. 
Winter Retreat 2013 will have two three-night sessions.  The first will run from Friday, March 15th until Monday, 
March 18th; and the second will run from Monday, March 18th until Thursday, March 21st.  The price is expected 
to be a little higher than this year’s $260 fee.  Prepayments will be due in April, July, October, and January. 
Spring Fling:  More information will be available next month on the Monday, May 21st event.  Spring Fling will 
be a Free Sew Day from 9:00 a.m. until 3:00 p.m. with a potluck lunch.  Participants will also be able to work 
on Boutique projects. 
Ways and Means:  Jan Hoffman still has cookbooks available at $10 each.  The guild is now taking orders for 
denim shirts with the guild logo and optional name embroidered on them.  Shirts will cost $38 each, except for 
those sized XXL, which will cost $40.  Orders will also be taken at the April and May meetings with delivery 
expected at the June meeting. 
Guild Projects:  Nancy Solsberg reported that this month’s newsletter will contain the directions for 
assembling the blocks for the Mystery Quilt. 
A monthly 2-1/2”-strip swap continues.  If you are interested, please bring 12 prewashed 2-1/2” strips cut the 
width of the same fabric in a plastic bag labeled with your name.  All strips should be folded individually in 
order to make it easier for Nancy.   She will swap out the strips, and you can use yours however you would 
like.   Please put the strips for the current month’s meeting in the orange basket.  If you choose to bring a 
future month’s strips early, please place them in the pink basket.  You do not have to participate in the strip 
swap each month.  If you really like a color one month, you can prepare two separate bags and turn them in. 
The monthly colors are listed in the newsletter.  April’s color is yellow, May’s is pink, and June’s is blue.     By 
the end of the year each participant should have plenty of strips for a quilt top.  It is not required to participate 
each month. 
The following Round Tuit projects were shown.  Connie Gross finished a baby quilt for her great-nephew 
Benjamin.  Sue Ostlund completed a table runner from a kit she obtained in 2005.  Roberta Brown finished a 
Red-Hat quilt kit she started four years ago and will give it to her 83-year-old great-aunt.  Karen Nordsieck 
completed a quilt she started at work in order to learn how to use sixteen different sewing machine feet. 
The Round Tuit winners for next month are JoAnn Hudson, Sharon Neuer, and Betty Tucker. 
Door Prizes:  Jan Campbell—bendable Bright Light; Marilyn Gorman—scrap bag; Donna Rotzler—fat quarter 
bundle; Sue Williams—Moda Bake Shop honey buns; Nancy McWilliams—EZ Circle Cut; Jan Miller—
Minnesotacharms.com book; and Eleanor Pratt—Heartland Quilts book. 
Show and Tell:  Jill Dean—several quilting projects; JoAnn Hudson—black and white quilt; Sande Wilcher—
“Owed to a Tree” wall hanging; Karen Nordsieck—Cotton Theory table runner; Judy Rick—flower throw and 
table runner; Janice Campbell—animal print hexagon quilt; Joyce Anderson—“White Chocolate” wedding quilt; 
Elaine Boten—“Happy Valentine’s” wall hanging; Vickie Gordon—“Class of 2012” lap quilt; Patsy 
Pendergraph—“Berry Pickin’ Time” twin-sized quilt; Peggy Bass-“Home Repairs” and “Broom Tails in Swamp;” 
Mary Jo Cartwright—“North and South” quilt; Georgene Jurgensen—twilling quilt; Betty Willeke—Oriental quilt; 
Karen Rose—two table runners from 5” charm squares; Diane Cox—T-shirt quilt; Cheryl Gross—Cotton 
Theory table runner and “Summer Breeze” quilt; Becky Kempf—Christmas tube quilt; Mary Nelson—Christmas 
tube quilt, “Summer” quilt, and “Pinwheels in the Sun” quilt; and Grace Kolenda—2010 and 2011 guild Block of 
the Month quilts. 
President Pam Dooley announced, to those who might desire a pet, that Wayside Waifs will participate in a 
national event for shelter adoptions on March 31st and April 1st.  Wayside Waifs will be charging $25 for the first 
animal one adopts and a second animal will be free. 
The meeting was adjourned at 10:40 a.m. for an entertaining program focused on precuts presented by Jenny 
Doan of Missouri Star Quilts with the assistance of her husband.   Jenny and her husband also gave several 
lucky members some items from Missouri Star Quilts as their own personal door prizes. 
Respectfully submitted, Mary Lou Pick, Recording Secretary 

http://southwindquilts.com/
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 “JUST DESSERT” 
2011-2012 MYSTERY QUILT 

CLUE #6 ~ MYSTERY SOLVED!! 
 

Putting It All Together: 

Block A will be comprised of the Square in a Square blocks that were made in Clue #5 and the Flying Geese/Rectangle 

blocks made in Clue #2 and some of the 4-1/2” squares cut in Clue #3. 
 

The square in a squares block units were made with one corner being darker than the other three.  Lay your block units 

out and decide if you want the dark triangle to the middle next to the center square or in the opposite corner.  At this 

point you may want to lay out several Block A’s with several Block B’s so you get a feel of what the quilt is going to look 

like.  I chose to place my dark triangles to the outside of the block.  The quilt will be assembled without sashing and it is 

the hopes of the designer that when the blocks are sewn together that you get a circular motion from the placement of 

the block units. 
 

However, if you choose to set your block the alternate setting below, it will give your block a slightly different look and 

will take away the circular motion.             

 

 

                                                                                                                             

Block A →                Alternate             

                      Block A →                                                              

                    

          

     

Block B will be comprised of the Four Patch blocks that were made in Clue #1; the Hourglass blocks in Clue #4 and the 

remainder of the 4-1/2” squares cut in Clue #3. 

 

 

 

Block B →     Alternate 

      Block B → 

 

 

 

The four patch blocks are made with one dark corner.  I placed these next to the middle.  I felt with them in the middle 

that they helped with the circular motion of the quilt and the placement also gave a 2nd star pattern with the #4 medium 

print fabrics.  Play around and set your block units together so it is the most pleasing to your eye. 
 

After much debating, I decided to stick with my original plan and used Blocks A & B and not the alternate blocks.  

However, you may decide to use one of the original blocks and one of the alternate blocks.   
 

Assembling the Blocks: 

Each block is a 9 patch block and will be assembled in the same manner.  [They each have 9 block units in them.]  They 

will be divided into 3 rows, top, middle and bottom.  Note:  The bottom row is identical to the top row so when you 

assemble the top row the instructions will have you make enough rows for both the top and bottom rows. 
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Top and Bottom Rows of A Blocks: 

For the top row, sew the left square in a square [SIS] unit to the flying geese unit [FG].  Press to the SIS unit.  Sew 

another SIS unit to the other side of the FG unit.  Press towards the SIS unit.                  ←                       → 
 

Repeat this until you have 10 rows made for the small quilt.   

[Top and bottom rows.] 

Repeat this until you have 36 rows made for the medium quilt.  [ 

Top and bottom rows.] 

Repeat this until you have 50 rows made for the large quilt.  [Top and bottom rows.] 
 

For the middle row:  Sew a FG unit to a center 4-1/2” square of focal fabric.  Press towards the center square.  Sew a FG 

unit to the other side of the 4-1/2” square.  Press towards the center square.         →                      ← 

Repeat until you have 5 rows made for the small quilt. 

Repeat until you have 18 rows made for the medium quilt. 

Repeat until you have 25 rows made for the large quilt. 
 

Sew rows together.  Sew the top row to the middle row, matching the seams.   

They should be pressed opposite each other.  Pin at the seams so they snuggle together nicely and do not separate 

when sewed.  Pin on each side of the seams you are matching for best results.  Press towards the middle row.   Repeat 

for the other side again pressing towards the middle row. 
 

You should have the following A blocks for each quilt: 

Small:  5 blocks         ↓           ↓ 

Medium:  18 blocks 

Large:  25 blocks        ↑                                                ↑ 
 

Top and Bottom Rows of B Blocks: 

Sew a 4 patch block to an hourglass [HG] block.  Press towards the 4 patch block.  Sew a 4 patch block to the opposite 

side of the hourglass block.  Press towards the 4 patch block.          ←                      → 

Repeat until you have 8 rows for the small quilt. 

Repeat until you have 34 rows for the medium quilt. 

Repeat until you have 48 blocks for the large quilt. 
 

For the middle row sew an HG block on each side of the  

center 4-1/2” square.  Press towards the center square. 

Repeat until you have 4 rows for the small quilt.              →                      ← 

Repeat until you have 17 rows for the medium quilt. 

Repeat until you have 24 blocks for the large quilt. 

Assemble the block by sewing a top and bottom row to the middle row,  

again matching the seams, pinning and sewing.   

Press the top and bottom rows towards from the middle row. 
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You should have the following B Blocks for each quilt:   

Small:  4 blocks 

Medium: 17 blocks 

Large: 24 blocks              ↓                ↓ 
 

Sewing Your Blocks Into Rows  

Lay your blocks out in the desired setting.   Each odd numbered row will        ↑                ↑ 

start and end with an A block.   

Each even numbered row will start and end with a B block. 
 

You can reverse this order only if you make one additional B block.  You would then have one leftover A block. 
 

Turn your A blocks over.   They should look like this on the back.  The arrows indicate the direction the seams should be 

pressed.  This is very important.  The very center block unit is pressed towards the middle block.  Stack all your A blocks 

up so they all look like this.  

       →          ← 

 

   

   ↑                                              ↑  

                          

   ↓             ↓                            

 

 

                    →           ← 
 

Next, turn your B blocks over so they are wrong side up.   They should all look like the A blocks.  Stack all the blocks so 

they are like the A blocks.  Now turn the whole stack of blocks one quarter of a turn. 
 

 A Block   B Block rotated one quarter of a turn 

       

 

       ↑        ↓ 

  

                                               ↓        ↑ 

 

 

 

Note:  With the B block rotated, the seams are pressed the opposite direction.    
 

Lay an A block on top of a B block.  Match the seams, they will be pressed the opposite direction, pin on each side of the 

seam to keep the block from shifting and sew together.   Repeat sewing them together into pairs as shown above.  It is 

important NOT to rotate the blocks.  Be sure all the blocks are sewn together as shown above.   
 

Sew into pairs.  You will need the following number of pairs for each size: 

Small quilt:  3 pair 

Medium quilt:  18 pairs      

Large quilt:  21 pairs 
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Another way of remembering the correct direction to sew them together, is that the edge you sew together on the A 

block will always be the edge where the seams are pressed away from the middle block on the edge and the  edge you 

place to the A block on the B block is always pressed to the middle. 

 

I am having you sew the blocks together into pairs.  Sewing an A block to a B block and making all your pairs, you might 

think you will have them in the wrong order.  You can flip the block pairs so you have a B block first and your seams will 

still be in the right position.   

 

Once you have your blocks sewn into pairs, sew them into rows.   

 

For the small quilt you will add one block to the end of each pair.   

For the medium quilt you will sew 2 pairs together and then add one block at one end of the row. 

And for the large quilt you will sew 3 pairs together and then add one block at one end of the row.   

 

Sew your blocks into rows.  Press all seams towards the B block. 

Small quilt:  3 row with 3 blocks in each row 

Medium quilt:  9 rows with 7 blocks in each row 

Large quilt:  9 rows with 9 blocks in each row 

 

Pin row #1 to row #2 matching and pinning at the seams.   If you followed my pressing instructions, all your seams 

should match up so they are pressed opposite each other.  Press towards the even numbered rows.   Continue sewing 

the odd # rows to the even # rows.  Continue sewing the rows together until you have them all sewn into your top. 

 

ADDING BORDERS:  Give your top a good pressing.   

 

Measure your top from the top to the bottom through the middle.   Put that measurement here: _________add 2” =to 

this number = ________ Cut your side inner borders this length.   

 

On the small quilt you may need to sew some of your inner border strips and outer border strips together.  You can do 

this with a straight seam or a diagonal seam, however, it was discovered on the outer border that you will need to sew 

a straight seam to sew the outer borders together or you will come up a couple of inches short, unless you bought extra 

border fabric and have enough left over to cut another strip. 

 

On the medium size and large quilt you will need to piece your inner and outer border strips together.  You can do this 

with a diagonal seam or a straight seam.    

 

Find the middle of the 1st inner border strip and mark it with a pin.  Find the middle of one side of your top and mark it 

with a pin.   Mark each end of your inner border strip one inch from the end with a pin.   Match the middle pin on your 

inner border to the middle pin on your quilt top.  Start pinning your inner border strip onto the side pinning out of the 

center.  The pin at the end of the strip should match with the end of your quilt top.   If the quilt top seems to be a bit 

baggy, sew with the quilt top on the bottom when you put it under your presser foot to sew.  If the border seems to be 

slightly baggy, then sew with it on the bottom when you put it under your presses foot.    Remember “Saggy Bottom” 

and that is what goes on the bottom when you sew your borders.   This also applies to sashing strips when you are using 

them. 
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Mark, pin and sew on the other side inner border.  Press both inner borders away from your quilt top.   Lay your top on 
your cutting table so one of the corners is on the table.  Lay a square ruler on the corner and line it up with the edges of 
your top.  Trim off the excess inner border.  Repeat this for each corner.   
 

Measure your quilt top from side to side through the middle of the quilt.  Put that number here:  _______, then add 2” 

and place that number here: ___________ this is the length that you will cut the top and bottom inner border.  Mark 

with pins and follow the steps you did to add the side inner borders.    Press to the inner border fabric; trim off the 

excess inner border fabric at each end using your rotary cutter and ruler as before. 

 

Repeat this process with the middle inner border and then the outer borders.        Your quilt top is ready for quilting. 

 

Below are different settings for the small quilt: 

                                 Original setting      Setting with 5 B blocks   

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       Alternate A block with 4 original B Blocks   Alternate A blocks and Alternate B blocks  
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 Settings for Medium Quilt: 

           Original Setting      Alternate A Blocks and B Blocks 

         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alternate A blocks [small star block] around   Alternate Block B and original Block A’s 

The outside of the quilt top with original 

Blocks A & B in rest of quilt top. 
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Settings for Large quilt: 
 

Original Setting          Alternate Block B with Original Block A 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    Original B blocks with Alternate A Blocks around the   Original Block A with Alternate Block B 

        outside and Original B blocks  in the middle          
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Lee’s Summit Quilters’ Guild 

Diane Cox, Newsletter Coordinator 
9617 Windsor Drive 
Lee’s Summit, Missouri 64086 

 
First Class 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   

 

April 9, 2012     9:00 a.m. 

Remember your show and tell item(s) And your name badge 
Woods Chapel United Methodist Church, 4725 NE Lakewood Way, Lee's Summit, MO 64064  

 

You can find the Lee's Summit Quilters' Guild website at: 
http://lsqg.blogspot.com/ 

http://lsqg.blogspot.com/

